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AN ATTEMPT TO EXPLAIN THE HOSTILITY OF IRISH-AMERICANS TO THE
PERFORMANCES OF THE IRISH PLAYERS IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1 9
1
1
A. History of Ireland Summarized
To have any adequate understanding of the hostility
shown by many Irish-Americans toward the Irish plays which were
produced "by the actors of the Abbey Theatre, Dublin, in various
American cities in 1911 it is necessary to have a knowledge of
the development of the Irish dramatic movement and in addition,
a general idea of the history of Ireland itself.
In regard to the latter it will suffice to recall that
from the twelfth century when Henry II* cane to Ireland the his-
tory of the Irish people was one of bloodshed, intrigue, confis-
cation, famine, eviction, and persecution.
While this may sound like the history of other peoples
it had certain characteristics which were peculiarly its own. The
battles were always between the s me combatants, the natives a-
gainst the same foreign invaders. The custom started by Henry II
and continued by succeeding English sovereigns of confiscating
the lands of Irish nobles and of giving them to Englishmen
created in the country two permanent classes which differed in
race, the dispossessed native population, and the foreign popula-
tion who were living on their lands by right of conquest. Any tend
ency which the invaders might have had, after living in Ireland
for a generation or two, to merge with the native Irish was not
productive of much unity because each century, if not each gen-
eration, saw a new group of Englishmen coming into possession of
* Robert Dunlop - "Ireland" p.31

2more confiscated Irish lands.
Into the conflict at the time of Henry VIII was infused
the added venom of religious war-fare in that the English were
for the most part Protestant, and the Irish, Catholic. This re-
ligious difference widened and deepened the gulf between the two
races. After the eighteenth century there were some instances
when individuals from this Anglo-Irish race became leaders in
movements for Irish liberty, but on the whole, the Anglo-Irish re-
mained aloof from native Irish life and interests. So side by side
there dwelt in Ireland two distinct classes separated by religion,
race, a. d memories -the Catholic, native, Gaelic people and the
Protestant descendants of the English invaders.
Down through the years the Irish struggled against their
larger more powerful foe but each generation saw them worse off
than the preceding one. The Poynings' Law under Henry VII * vir-
tually destroyed Irish independence. In Henry VIII' s reign the
monasteries were suppressed and the lands given to his followers.**
There was an insurrection at the time of Elizabeth which was
followed by the confiscation of most of the fertile lands of the
north. Cromwell ended the attempt made in 1641 to throw off Eng-
lish rule. With great cruelty "he put to death two thousand after
the garrison surrendered "at Drogheda.*** And "with fire and sword
he scourged the country."**** Before this rebellion it is es-
timated that two- thirds of the arable land was still in the hands
of Catholics, forty years after only one- third was owned by
them. The Irish were Ui fortunate enough to choose to
*R. Dunlop -"Ireland" p. 58
** ibid p. 64
##« Bobinson and Beard - "The Development of Modern Europe"-p. ?11
ibid p. 211

support James II who was a Catholic and this made their lot
even harder because the conquest of the island under William of
Orange was far-reaching in its effects on account of the string-
ent laws then passed whose object wr>.s "to stamp out Catholicism
altogether and to make Irish industry and commerce subservient
to the interests of English manufacturers and farmers, "•« Educa-
tion of any sort for Catholics was prohibited
.
They had no right
to crwn property. Laws crashing the woolen industry and prevent*
the Irish farmers from finding any market for their goods were also
mad e
.
At the end of the eighteenth century English polit-
ical thought became more liberal, and in 1793 the British gov-
ernment repealed Borne of the Penal Laws.** In spite of this,
there was another rebellion in 1798 which was out down with
great loss of life. Shortly after ®fl" through bribery" the
Irish Parliament was"Induced to put an end to its own exis tence "#-**
and the Act of Union was passed in 1800
•
From that time forth Ireland sent its members of
parliament to the British parliament, and the problem of the
government of Ireland became a permanent topic for debate there,
all during the nineteenth century and the beginning of the- twent-
ieth. During this period many reforms were brought about through
the change which Humanitarian ideas had wrought in the attitude
toward poverty and human suffering. To mention Bome actual ex-
amples of improvements of conditions in Ireland one can cite
Catholic Emancipation, the disestablishment of the Anglican
Church \*hich freed the poverty-stricken peasants, from paying
* Robinson and Beard "Development of llodern Europe" P. 211
#* ibid P. 213
*** ibid P. 214
4
Amore than 3 million dollars a year to the bishops and archbishops
of a church in which they did not believe* and various Land Act3
which gave the Irish peasants some guarantee of not being evicted
from their farms merely on the whim of a landlord or his agent,
# made it possible for them to obtain a reasonable rent, and further-
more gave them the right to buy back gradually from the landed gentry
class the land which had been wrested from their Irish ancestors
by conquest and confiscation,
These ameliorations of their wretchedness, however,
did not divert the minds of the Irish people from their desire for
freedom from England, although the fall of Parnell in 1890 put an
end to political enthusiasm for about ten years. Gladstone on
two occasions, prevailed upon by Irish members of Parliament, pre-
sented Home Rule bills. The second of these was passed by the
House of Commons and defeated by the House of Lords. ***
During the years after 1390 when so many of the Irish
lost interest in parliamentary reforms a new generation was grow-
ing up, a generation with a new spirit and a better knowledge of
Ireland's history and art. This generation was responsible for
what is called the Celtic Renaissance that found expression in
the Gaelic League, much lyric noetry, and the Irish theatre move-
ment. It was far-reaching in its results both on Irish art and
on Irish thought.
In 1911 waen the players from the Abbey Theatre came
to this country the Irish question was a live issue in British
politics. There was a great deal of feeling on both side3. In
England the Liberals favored Home Rule for Ireland, the Conserva-
tives opposed it. In Ireland the Protestants in the north, the
descendants of the
* Robinson and Beard- "The Development of Modern Eurooe" p. 216
** ibid p. 218
*** Dunl op-" Ireland"- p. 191

5Ulster Plantation of Cromwell's time and most of the Anglo-Irish
Protestant landed gentry ulass in the rest of Ireland, the descend-
ants of the English who had gotten the confiscated estates, feared
it. In the United States most of the Irish-American immigrants and
^1 their immediate descendants were interested to the extent of giv-
ing money liberally for the c?use, The so-called native Americans
whose ancestors were English colonists were,wtibh the exception of
a few liberal intellectuals, against freedom for Ireland.
In reading the daily papers covering the period of the
Irish players visit to America one discovers such items as these
to indicate lively interest being taken in the question.
This came from Belfast and appeared on the front page
of "The Boston Herald" of September 26 , 1 9 1 1
.
"Vote to Fight Irish Home Rule
Unionists Choose Carson to
Lead Insurgency
A conference was held to-
day when resolutions were a-
dopted declaring that the
Unionists would not acknow-
ledge the authority of any
Home Rule Government. " #
In"The Boston Herr.ld" of October 1Q, 1^11 was a quota-
tion from "The London Times" '.n which Redmond, the leader of the
Irish Parliamentary party, in a speech made in Swindon, England,
Paid he was "in favor of a readjustment of the terms of the union
of the English and Irish Parliaments That union by the
3 admission of Unionists as well as Liberals was passed by force and
fraud such as could not be exercised at this time of the world's
history." **
* "The Boston Herald" Sept. 26, 1^11 P.1 col.1
•** same Oct. 1 9 , 1 9 1 1 P. 6 col.
7
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There was a report in "The Boston Herald" of Sept-
ember 18,1911 of a meeting held in Boston attended by many Irish-
Americans of eome standing in the community which showed their
interest in conditions in Ireland.
" United Irish League Elects
Predictions that the flag of
liberty would be waving over
the capitol of Ireland with-
in two years were made by
Charles Flynn of Ballinamore,
Counbjs Lei trim/ Ireland
You in America have brought
this about by your generosity." *
Might had been on the side of the English from the
start and through coloniaz tion, war, manufacturing, and trade Eng-
land had become overwhelmingly powerful by 1911. In the eyes of
the world and in the words of Charles W, Dilke, a British public-
ist and imperialist, even as far back as 1366 the territory in the
possession of the"Anglo-5axons"cons ti tuted"an empire five times
as great as the empire of Darius and four and a half as large as
the Roman Empire at its greatest extent" and which "in power would
be more than a match for the remaining nations of the world." **
Common sense would show that whatever concessions such
an empire would make to a small, poor country like Ireland would
not be the result of Ireland 1 s resorting to war again, but of Eng-
land' s being influenced by the weight of liberal opinion through-
out the world. Irish-Americans saw the need for and understood
the advantages of affecting public opinion in the United States
in favor of Irish liberty. They looked to the Irish plays and
players as one means of acquainting favorably many Americans with
the Irish people and their art. And they had this idea in spite
*"The Boston Herald" $ept.l3,l9l1 P. 2 col.
6
#* Robinson and Beard -"The Development bf Modern Europe" p. 2q4
%
of the fact that the leaders of the Irish theatre movement ex-
pressly stated that their intentions in writing were artistic
only,and quite divorcee from political inferences.
B. History of the Irish Theatre Movement
Lennox Robinson says, "The germ of the Irish Theatre
movement is in the Irish Literary Society which was started in '1893
to counter- the bitter political disillusionment and despair that
followed Parnell's fall. That Society's aim was to turn the young
minds of Ireland from politics and to interest them in the lit-
erature of the past and to create an audience for the work of
the coming generation of Irish writers. w*
Yeats was one of the members of the Irish Literary
Society and he is generally given the credit of being the founder
of the Irish theatre. At any rate, early in the nineties Yeats
had written several olays, "The Land of Heart's Desire" having
been performed as early as 1894 in London. In 1898 he had a poet-
cal drama, "The Shadowy Waters" , based on old Irish mythology which
no theatrical producer would take. Another Irishman, Edward Martyn,
also had some plays that he was unable to get produced and he joined
Yeats in trying to hire a theatre and actors, but in London they
met with no success. During that same year these two succeeded
in interesting Lady Gregory in the idea of an Irish theatre. To-
gether they evolved a scheme of asking people of prominence to
give money to cover the cost of a few performances in Dublin.
This is a quotation from the statement in which they
appealed for funds. It sounds oretensious and grandliloquent
* Lennox Robinson - "Ireland's Abbey Theatre" p. 2
»
to our ears but it leaves no doubt in one's mind that the object
of these literary friends was to produce an art for art's sake
and not for politics' sake*
" We propose to have performed in Dublin
in the spring of every year certain Celtic and
Irish plays which, whatever be their decree of
excellence, will be written with a high ambi-
tion and so build up a Celtic and Irish school
of dramatic literature. We hope to find in
Ireland an uncorrupted and imaginative audience
trained to listen by its passion for oratory,
and believe that our destre to bring upon the
stage the deeper thoughts and emotions of Ire-
land will ensure for us a tolerant welcome,
and that freedom to experiment which is not
found in theatres of England, and without! which
no new movement can succeed. We will show that
Ireland is not the home of buffoonery and of
easy sentiment, as it has been represented, but
the home of an ancient Idealism. We are con-
fident of the support of all Irish people who
are weary of misrepresentation in carrying out
a work that is outside all political questions
that divide us." #
Many well known persons such as John Redmond, the
Lord Chancellor of Ireland, the Duchess of St. Albans, Rt. Hon.
Horace Plunkett, Douglas Hyde, John Dillon M.P. responded to
the appeal . A few declined saying that they preferred Lever's
type of rollicking, buffoon type of Irishman to any more re-
fined type that could be put on the stage.
Even with the money guaranteed I.Ir, Yeats and I.Ir. Llartyn
could not get a place to produce the plays in Dublin. The three
regular theatres could not be hired both because they were leased
months in advance and because the price asked for them was pro-
hibitive. There was a law which made it impossible for a play to
be produced in any hall which was not a theatre with a patent.
Some friends solved this difficulty for them by having a clause
introduced into a bill then in Parliament which made it possible
* Lady Gregory "Our Irish Theatre" P. 9
«(
for them t i produce their plays in any building.
With this settled the first performance took place in
the Antient Concert Rooms in Dublin, on May 8,1898. The plays
given were Yeats' "Countess Cathleen" and Martyn's "Heather
Field". The actors were English. At the opening performance
it was necessary to call in the police there were so many
people in the hall who booed and hissed.
This outburst can be traced to the fact that after
the names of the plays were announced a pamphlet appeared
"Souls for Gold" which objected to the idea upon which Yeats'
poetical drama war-, based. The plot is that the Countess Cathleen
sells her soul to two demons in order to get money to feed her
starving peasantry, but in spite of this act when she dies she
goes to heaven. The writer of the pamphlet said that in the
play the end justifies the means which contrary to all Cath-
olic teaching. A newspaper took up the cry that the play was
anti-Catholic and created much popular feeling against it.
But this attack did not out an end to the Irish
Theatre. In 1900 more Irish .lays were produced, again with Eng-
lish actors. The following year "Diarmuid and Grania" by Yeats
and George Moore, and a modern play in Gaelic by Douglas Hyde
"The Twisting of the Rope" were produced. An important change
took place in 1902 for in that year the actors were Irish amateurs
under the leadership of Frank and William Fay. They called them-
selves the Irish National Dramatic Company. The plays they
*Lady Gregory "Our Irish Theatre" P. 20
I
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acted were George Russell's "Deirdre", Fred Ryan's "The Lay-
ing of the Foundations", Shamus O'Cuisin's "The Racing Lug"and
two plays by Yeatfl "A Pot of Broth" and "Kathleen ni Houlihan".
George Russell (AE) praised the performance of the plays by these
actors, "I prefer them to English actors and they are all in love
with their story."* Other critics agreed with him that these
amateurs had given the most satisfactory rendering seen up to
that time of the plays of Yeats and his associates.
The company was renamed the Irish National Theatre
Society in 1903 and its object was given as being "to continue
on a more permanent basis the work of the Irish Literary Theatre.
Such plays as "The Hour Glass" , "Twenty-five" , "in the Shadow of
the Glen" , "Broken Soil", and "Riders to the Sea" evoked so much
interest among literary and dramatic circles that one week-end
in May 1903 the players went to London and gave two performances
on Saturday. They could not stay longer because they were still
only amateurs who had to be back in Dublin on Monday to be at
their regular work.
In London they played "Laying the Foundations" , "The
Hour Glass", "A Pot of Broth", "Kathleen ni Houlihan" and
"Twenty-five". Besides favorable dramatic criticism from the
papers this visit had another pleasant consequence. An English-
woman, Mas Horniman, gave financial help. She bought the old
Mechanic* Institue and a part of the old Morgue on Abbey Street,
Dublin, had them remodeled into a theatre, and then gave the
Irish National Theatre Society free use of it and also an an-
nual subsidy.
A rftther limited patent wan obtained for this theatre
4»
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and on Decenber 27,1904 the founders saw their dream realized when
the Abbey Theatre opened its doors to the public. It was not a
large expensively equipped and furnished place. Its seating cap-
acity was only five hundred and fifty and the stage was only six-
teen feet deep and nineteen feet wide. It was ^moreover, situated
on a shabby little street across the Liffey in the unfashionable
northern section of the city.
Under any circumstances it is difficult to build up an .
audience but little by little the Abbey Theatre grew in reputa-
tion and prosperity. It had to meet both indifference and oppes-
i tion. The indifference came from the higher class theatre-goer
who doubted that anything Irish could be worth consideration.
The opposition came from those who felt that because all the char -
acters in these Irish plays were not morally good the pla,ys conse-
quently maligned the Catholic religion which was the religion
of the bulk of the population. The opposition magnified the
importance of the fact that Yeats, Lady Gregory and Synge were
Protestan ts, and minimized the importnace of the fact that Martyn
and Hurray were Catholics.
Whenever the players visited London they were as favorably
received as on their first flying trip and as London was the most
Import&tut theatrical center of the time the indifferent were im-
pressed by the response of London audiences and the opinions of
London critics.
Max Beerbohm in an article dated April 9,1904 said, "The
other day I came to one of the rare oases that are in desert of our
dre,ma."-* Think of" the Joy of a dramatic critic" who after being
"condemned to an eternity and infinity of barren drawing-room com-
* Uax Beerbohm "Around Theatres" p. 40
1
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edy or drawing-room comedy-drama turns aside to such plays as
those of the Irish Theatre* There was in none of the plays
any structural complexity, and yet none of them was not truly dram-
atic** Simplicity. That was also the keynote of the stage
setting.***" In speaking of the actors work he said, "With per-
fect simplicity, perfect dignity and composure, they were just
themselves, speaking a task they had well by heart. Just them-
selves; and how could such Irish selves not be irresistible?
I have high hopes of poetic drama in Ireland,"****
The Abbey Theatre weathered the opposition before men-
tionned in spite of the fact that besides being attacked in news-
papers and journals the performances of "The Shadow of the Glen"
and "The Playboy of the Western World" were also attacked violently
by the audiences. Yeats in one of his prefaces goes a long way
toward explaining one strong element in the people's minds When
he refers to "The extreme sensitiveness of a nation that has come
to look upon Irish literature not as a free play of mind over the
surface and depths of life but as a defence delivered before a pre-
judiced jury who have just heard a very confident advocate on the
other side. " ** *
Proofs that the theatre movement had succeeded are that
by 1911 it had a theatre btllldigg of its own and a well- trained
company of native actors; that the number of authors whose plays
were produced by it had grown from two, Yeats and Martyn, to twenty
six; and that the total number of original plays produced in the
thirteen years was over a hundred.
These tangible evidences of success are quite amazing if
* JSax Beerbohm "Around Theatres" P. 402
** same p. 4o3
*** same p. 404
**#« same p. 4o6
••
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if one recalls the humble beginnings. But the elements which must
have contributed toward success were really greater than those
conducive to failure.
The inexperience of both authors and actors would seem
to point the way to unmistakable failure. When beginning to write
plays none of the Irish dramatists had had any training in the
theatre. George Moore had said that Yeats' first idea of a theatre
was "a little mist, some fairies, and a psaltery.*1:* Lady Gregory,
nearly fifty at the time, never thought of writing plays until in-
duced to try by her friends.** AS.'s "Deirdre" was written -'hen he
hp.d not "been in a theatre more khan twice" Another point
not
that must
A
be lost sight of is that besides being personally in-
experienced these Irish writers were actually writing drama for
one first time in the history of Irish literature. They were creat-
ing a genre in Ireland and they had to learn by the costly method
of trial and error.
She actors, too, were inexperienced. A great deal of
practice as well as natural talent was necessary in order to trans-
form a group of eager amateurs into a group of skilled profession-
al actors whose work was praised for its naturalness and poise by
all the dramatic critics who Saw them.
Furthermore, on first consideration, the content of these
earlier plays did not seem the kind that would prove interesting
to the average play goer. It is a platitude that a play based on a
love affair, preferably an illicit love affair, Is the one that
brings in the largest box office returns. Yet in defiance of khis
# George I.Ioore - " ke Lvisi, liters - ^ C-Cr*.<*ito*4 'he TXewt-rc M^m^c" - t^j.*l~vpi.se- V6.\x<\
## Lady Gregory -"Our Irish Theatre" P. 30
##* AS,
-"Plays of the Irish Renaissance" Canfield- V.25
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well-known fact Yeats says in the preface to one of his volumes,
"Dramatic art is a method of expression, and neither an hair-
breadth escape nor a love affair befits it more than the r>asn inn-
ate expression of the most delicate and strange intuitions," *
and announces his intention and that of his friends to write of
"difficult and unfamiliar things"
Yeats' plays "The Land of Heart's Desire", "OH Baile's
Strand", "The King* S Threshold" and "The Shadowy Waters" are about
unfamiliar things. "The Land of Heart's Desire" tells of a girl's
going away With the fairies; "On Baile's Strand" of Cuchulain's
killing a youth whom he discovers to have been his own son; " The
King's Threshold" of the importance of poets; and. "The Shadowy
Waters" of a search for an ideal love.
Plays by other playwrights which also illustrate
this intention are "Birthright" which is based on the passion
for the land; "The Rising of the Moon" on the escape of a pol-
itical prisoner; "l.Iaiirice Harte" on the making of a priest; and
"The Heather Field" on a desire to reclaim a field and make it
fertile.
Yeats' plays based on the subjects just mentionned
happening as they did "On Baile's Strand" or on a "King's Threshold
of on "Shadowy Waters" had a remoteness from the lives and in-
terests of people in the modern world which would seem to be
another reason for their not appealing to ordinary audiences.
Furthermore, the poetic medium would seem to lessen their appeal
because the average playgoer is much move concerned with what
happens in a play than he is with the beauty of the verse in
which it is spoken , even if it Alike these lines :-
*W.3. Yeats "The Poetical Works" Vol.11 p.v
** ibid p.vi
•
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"The years like great black oxen tread the world,
And God the herdsman goads them on behind,
And I am broken by their passing feet." *
Another quality about Yeats' plays that seems to be
undesirable if one were trying to appeal to all the people in
an audience is that his characters are so much occupied with
being heroic or mystical that they never get a chance to be
human enough to be humorous.
Yeats took his gift of poetry seriously and that is
reflected in all his -;lays. Popularity is not generally built
on"high seriousness" even if it is allied with sheer poetic
beauty.
To counterbalance these conditions and qualities apparent-
ly conducive to failure- the lack of experience of both writers
and actors, the choice of "unfamiliar" subjects, the poetic med-
ium and lack of humor in Yeats' first plays, there were other
factors which proved more i lportant and which decided the suc-
cess of the theatre movement. Chief among these wa3 the fact
that this Irish theatre movement came at the right time; the
right time because of an ever-growing nationalistic feeling,
when anything Irish as opnosed to anything British was acclaimed;
and the right time because at the beginning of the twentieth cent
ury there was a large enough group of leisured, educated people
of nationalistic sympathies to help such a venture. The theatre
even more than the other arts needs a certain amount of wealth
in order to exist at all. It is safe to say that if such a
theatre had been started half way through the nineteenth cent-
ury, for instance, it would have failed because the Irish people
had been reduced to such a deplorable state by centuries of
* W.B. Yeats "Countess Cathleen" p. 131
(
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spoliation and oppression that they would not have had either
sufficient money or edudation to support the venture.
It has already been observed that the treatment of
"difficult and unfamiliar things" might prove a disadvantage
but it could also be an advantage and this is what it proved
to be. The theatre public is continually seeking something
new. In the Irish plays they found newness. Max Beerbohm writ-
ing in 1904 bears witness to this in these words , "Forever
and forever we plod through 'Lady Thingummy' s drawing room...
and forever and forever 'Lady Thingummy' gives her husband to
suppose that her flirtation with 'Sir Blank Dash' is a really
serious affair* The Irish Plays have not only their own
charm, but that charm also which belongs to all exotics."
Few who went to the theatre at the time Yeats started
to write knew much about Irish gods and legendary heroes so
his plays about "unfamiliar things" caught the fancy of nov-
elty seekers. Synge' s plays in another way had the novelty of
strangeness for audiences in Dublin as well as in London, be-
cause Dyblin had become so Anglicized that "Riders to the
Sea" and "The Shadow of the Glen" with their peasant characters
and highly colored language which resembles peasant speech were
so native as to be new.
Without a doubt, audiences could not have stood the
unrelieved solemnity of Yeats' plays after the thrill of nov-
elty had worn off; and if all the plays had been like his the
number of people in the audienceo would have decreased by
* Max Beerbohm "Around Theatres" p. 402
** ibid P. 405
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geometrical progression and the history of the Irish theatre
movement would have been very short. Yeats is not a sufficient-
ly great dramatist to combine laughter and tears as Shakspere
does and as life does, Yeats is unable to see and consequent-
ly cannot ~ut into his plays the truth that another Irishman,
Shaw, sees with such a lightning-like flash of insight that
"Life does not cease to be funny when people die anymore that
it ceases to be serious when people laugh."
George Moore was the first to provide any comic re-
lief. His "Bending of the Bough" written in 1900 was a satir-
ical co:;iedy in prose that touched on contemporary conditions in
Ireland. Lady Gregory followed his lead and wrote some one
act comedies that gave the audiences a chance to laugh. Her
characters were not "gods and fighting men" but modern Irish
men and women living in typical Irish villages where men bick-
er and sell tainted mutton and where the business of the people
is"minding one another's business". #
Besides adding humor G-eorge Moore and Lady Gregory
performed another valuable function by bringing the subjects
and characters of the plays up to date, because a represent-
ation of contemporary life is more interesting to more indiv-
iduals than is one of previous ages. The writers who came
after them were influenced by them rather than by Yeats. The
newer writers like Murray, Colum, and Robinson tended always
away from the purple Celtic twilight, and ancient mystical
beauty toward the gray Irish daylight and the modern facts
of everyday reality; they left Yeats' magical strands and
* Lady Gregory "Spreading the News" p. 4
4
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and shadowy seas for the countryside and towns of Ireland
as they were in the first decade of the present century.
The language used by the Irish dramatists was something
else that aided their success. It had an unconventional
imagery that was arresting. In Yeats poetical plays the
beauty of the language is due partly to his artistry with
words and partly to expressions which are to be found
in the old Gaelic legends. These can serve as examples :-
" There was one
In Scotland, where you had learnt the trade
of war
That had a stone-pale cheek and red-brown hair.
And that although you had loved other women,
You'd sooner that fierce woman of the camp
Bore you a son than any queen among them" . *
" Sit at the council-board
Among the unshapely bodies of old men." #*
" Are my shins Speckled with the heat of the fire
Or have my hands no skill but to make figures
Upon the ashes with a stick?" ***
" But you and I leave names upon the harp." #***
" Lly teeth are growing long with the hunger"*****
Lady Gregory's Characters in her prose comedies speak
a dialect that Irish people concede approximates closely to
the talk of the peasantry in the part of Ireland where Lady
Gregory lives. There is vividness and unusualness in these
speeches for instance.
" If there' s ever any misfortune coming in the
world, it's on myself it pitches like a flock
of c rows on s e ed po ta toes." ******
'"•Yeats "On Baile's Strand" o. 278
-::•* ibid o.272
** ibid p. 272
**** ibid p. 275
***** ibid p. 261
* MM*** Lady Gregory "Spreading the News" P, 6
c
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"There must be a deal of spending in a hundred pounds . "*
"It's a mean thing for a man that is shivering in-
to seventy years to go changing from place to
place." **
"The whole of the people of this town are telling
lies, telling lies as fast as a dog will trot."*-**
Lady Gregory was following the convention of the English
stage when she used dialect in her comedies because it had
always been used for comic effect, as for example in "As You
Like It" Synge's use of dialect in his tragedies was an in-
novation, although it was most likely traceable to Wordsworth's
desire to use the very langauage of men. It was difficult at
first for audiences in Ireland, and much more difficult for
them in America, to realize that tragic experiences could be
expressed in such language. The Irish brogue had long served
as a signal for laughter. Synge used it because he was de-
lighted with its power and expressiveness, and felt he was lucky
to have such a medium at hand. "In countries where the imag-
ination of the people and the language they use is rich and liv-
ing, it is possible for a writer to be rich and copious in
his words and at the same time to give reality which is the root
of all poetry in a comprehensive and natural form. In
Ireland, for a few years more we have a popular imagination
that is fiery and magnificent, and tender; so that those of us who
wish to write 3 tart with a chance that is not given to writ-
ers in places where the springtime of the local life has been
forgotten." **# His language with its many images and figures
* Lady Gregory "The Rising of the Moon" p. 79
** ibid "The Workhouse Ward" p. 15
1
*•* ibid "Spreading the News" p. 23
#*** J.M. Synge "Playboy of the Western World" p.vi (pref
)
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taken from the soil and the sea was startling to ears a
tomed to the speech of the smart society plays which t>c
Beerbohm.
" And isn't it a nififul thine when there is
nothing left of a man who was a great rower
and fisher but a bit of an old shirt and a
plain s tocsins? 11*
"They 're all gone now, and there isn't anything
the sea can do to me I'll have ro call
to be up crying and praying when the wind breaks
from the south. " *&
" Bartley will have a fine coffin out of the
white boards and a deep grave surelv.u What
more can we want than "that? IIo man A can be
living forever and we must be satisfied." ***
" It's well you know it's a lonesome thing to
be passing small towns with the lights shining
sideways when the night is down, or going in
strange places with a dog noising before you
and a dog noising behind you, or drawn into
cities where you d hear a voice kissing and
talking deep love in every shadow of the ditch
and you passing on with an empty hungry stomach
failing from your heart"****
" He'd be off to hide in the sticks and you'd see
him shooting out his shee >' s eyes between the
little twigs and the leaves and his two ears
rising like a hare's looking out bhroughja gap . " *****
" I'd feel a kind of pity for the Lord God in all
ages sitting lonesome in his golden chair." ******
One other thing that must have contributed to the success
many of
of A these plays was that most of thern were written about life in
the countryside of Ireland, which is a much more Import«a.t part
of the land than its shabby cities, and really represented life
there whether everyone was willing to admit it or not. There
were a few exceptions to the country background, notably "Sub-
* J.M.Synge
** Ibid
" Rider's to the Sea" (Canf ield) p. 166
**** Synge
***** ibid
****•#*!bid
*** ibid
The playboy of the Westerb World" pjol
p, 169
P. 170
P. 68
P.9C
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urban Grove" and St. John Ervine's "Mixed I.Iarriage" . The lat-
ter although produced by the Abbey players was written by a
man outside the group and treats problems like trades-unionism,
Orange societies, p.nd mixed marriage in the NorMi of Ireland
and is not typically Irish. It was not until something vital
happened in a city in the South of Ireland that a city served
as the background of a play. The Easter Week Rebellion of 1 9 1
6
was such an event, and after- it Sean O'Casyy was able to write
"Juno and t..e Paycock" and "The Plough and the Stars".
Thus to summarize- from a point three thousand
miles away and more than twaaty years after- the factors which
were the determining ones in settling the success of the Irish
Theatre movement were:- the increasing prosperity and education
in the country which made the attempt timely, the novelty of
the material written about, the vigor and vividness of the lang-
uage, and above all, the nationalism that found expression
in the plays in spite of the authors' lack of definite oolit-
ical intent and preoccupation with art.
C. Account of the Irish Plays and Players in America
This aucount has given the hfcs-bory ot the Abbey Theatr
in Ireland up to I9II. In that year the Abbey received recog-
nition from America by being offered a contract by Liebler
and Company, American Thea trical Managers, to come to the
United States for three or four months and nav e a tout? to
some of the principal cities. Liebler and Company asked part-
icularly for"The Playboy" because that play had acquired an in-
ternational reputation on account of the strife it had stirred
up in Dublin. Befiides"The Playboy" the following were the -jlays
r
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produced in America;.-
TITLE
"Hyacinth Halvey" Gregory
"Birthright" Murray
"The Shadow of
the Glen"
"The Well of the
Saints"
Synge
Synge
"The Rising of the Gregory
Moon"
"Blanco Posnet"
"Spreading the
News*
ti
Harves t"
"Falsely True"
"Kathleen ni
Houlihan"
"Playboy of the
Western World"
Shaw
Gregory
Joanna
Rednond
Yeats
Synge
First Irish
performance
Feb. 19J906
Oct. 27,1910
Oct. 8,1903
Feb. 4,l905
Mar. 9,1907
Atig. 25,1909
Dec. 27,1004
Rob^inson May 26,19^0
April 2,1.902
Jan. 26,1907
First American
Performance
|eot. 23,1911
Sent. 23,191
1
Sept. 23. 91
1
Sept. 26,1911
Oct, 5J911
Oct. 7, 1911
Oct. 10,1911
Oct. 10.1911
Oct. i0.1$ 11
Oct. 16,1911
Oct. 16,1911
The first city the Irish players visited was Boston
which wae natural, because it was the hone of so many Irish im-
migrants and their children and grandchildren. There were some
among these immigrants who had prospered so that as far back as
1880 there had been enough intellectual life for the formation
of a small group of wttters of Irish birih or descent such as
John Boyle O'Reilly, James Jeffrey Roche and Mrs v Blake. In such
a city in 1911 one would naturally expect that Irish plays, written
by Irish playwrights, and acted by Irish players, would get a
warm Welcome, And they did!
t
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"The Boston Post", at that tine a paper which was
making every effort to get a» large a circulation from all
classes and races, on the morning of Sunday, September 27,
had a front page story under the headline
"Irish Players Score Success".
The article then con tinued, "Warm Welcome to Boston
at Plymouth Premier. Ilayor Fitzgerald introduces William
Butler Yeats. Hundreds were turned away from the bos-office
and tickets for standing room at }1 a piece were almost im-
possible to obtain. Actors win the audience.
"Though many came seeding old memories, and ready to
applaud the pilgri :s from the fatherland no matter what be-
fell, there were others who came at? critics, coldly intentioned
to withhold judgment until they had seen for themselves what
manner of thing was this new school of drama portrayed by
unknown sta ;e people fro.i across the sea. And before the
evening was over it was the latter who were leading the aoplause,
who clapped for five minutes as the final curtain ended the
wonderfully realistic clir.^.x of 'Birthright'. *
Vlt was the amazing naturalness of the acting that
got the crowd.
"It was not an ultra-fashionable audience but it was
representative of Boston." *'#
"The Boston Herald" a more conservative journal than
"The Post" although it reserved its front page for news of the
Turkish-Italian War and an impending election, nevertheless on
Sunday, September 27, contained a lengthy and very favorable
# "The Boston Poat" September 27, 19H p.1 col. 2
## ibid ' p. 7 col.
3
r
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review written by Philip Kale, its dramatic critic, in which
he said:
"These plays were acted with a simplicity, a
sincerity, a regard for the effect of the
ensemble and a desire bo serve the dram-
atists that are rarely found on the stage
today. These actors remind one of the best
traditions of the French school,
"The tragedies were remarkable in themselves.
'The Shadow of the Glen 1 rests on r.ora and
one opening of Synge's drama, is peculiar in
its fantastic horror Nora and the
tramp leave together. ' The rain is falling,
but the air is kind and maybe it'll be a
grand morning by the grace of God.' ....
And the irony of the end when Michael raises
his glass and says,* G-od reward you, Daniel
Burke, and may you have a long life, and
a quiet life and ;.ood lealth with it
Miss O'Dohertg's old mother in 'Birthright'
is one of the most pathetic figures known
on the stage. She Blayed the part with a
delicacy and sensitiveness that are seldom
seen *
"The company was enthusiastically called after-
each olay. "**
After reading thfese two comments on the first
performance in "The Post" and "The Herald" it is surprising
to find in'"Ehe post" of October 17,1911 this report. Even
Allowing for the exuberance of newspaper reporters in both
cases the contrast remains astounding.
"Booing at the Irish Players" Was a headline in
"The Post" on Tuedday morning, October 17.
Llingled hisses and clapping expressions of
enthusiastic approval and even more vehement
condemnation last night greeted the first
oroduction in America of J.ll. Syn ge'
s
playboy"" **#
Continuing "The Post" mentionned the names of sev-
* "The Boston Herald"
#* ibid
*#* "The Boston Post"
September 27,1911 p. 4 col.
4
p. 4 co1.3
October 17,19^1 pj col.
3
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eral persons, some of them doctors and lawyers with establishes
reputations in their professions, who had been requested to
leave the theatre when their expressions of indignation were
loud enough to be heard.
" :J. Leahy, private secretary to Mayor
Fitzgerald, who was present as the official
censor, said that he enjoyed the performance
as an intellectual treat and would favor-
ably approve 'The Playboy 1 in hi report
today
" A society crowd oresent
" The part of the audience who applauded
an tnumbered the objectors
'"Booing' a peculiar English custom of in-
dicating one's disaoproval in public was
heard at the Plymouth theatre for the
first time on this side of the Atlintic
according to the critics.
" People in the galler'es and balconies
made sounds but the policmen jould not
piclc them out for their mouths were closed.
Some of the ejected persons held an in-
dignation meeting on the curbstone."-*
One immediately wonders v/hat brought about such
a change on the part of the audience. This vociferous dis-
approval was so different from the friendly, enthusiastic
welcome accorded the players. It was also quite out of
harmony with the laudatory notices which the Irish plays and
Players had been receivning in most newspapers and magazines.
"The Jos ton Herald" continued to write in a friendly
vein. On the same morning that the account quoted above ap-
peared in'The Post" Philip Hale in discussing "Kathleen ni
Houlihan" said," It amde a profound impression by reason of
*"The 3 >s ton Post" October 1 T , 1 9 1
1
p. 5 col.
3
rr
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"its noble simplicity, deep pathos, and
tragic note. Here is a call to patriot-
ism that is not hysterical or parochial.
The appeal is universal. Hiss All -cod's
rich and h,'stunting voice ha.d a solemn
beauty and Mr. Kerrigan played with a
quiet intensity that actors of England
and the United States might well envy." *
In the criticism vjhich was written about the plays
by professional critics in publications other than 11 The
Herald" from an artistic point of view were generally fav-
orable. The comments of "The Theatre Magazine" for exam )le,
are particularly significant.
The November issue of "The Theatre Magazine" in 1911
haA an article by Mary Caroline Crawford of Boston about the
Abbey Slayers. Among the things she says praising them are:-
" Plays which 'act' quite as well as
if the^i were not literature
" Without a tinge of sentimentality,
yet with such poignant truth that one
aches in every nerve Synge tells the
simple, terrible story of the old woman
whose children have, one after another,
been torn from her arms by the ruthleds
sea
" Eileen 0' Doherty
. . .
. is another actress
whose art is so utterly free from artifice
that one gets the impression as one watches
her of having happened, upon a cross section
of actual Irish life today. **
In the theatrical collection of Yfidener Library, Har-
vard University, are many clippings w ich are interesting as
showing professional criticism of the pfiays and players^but
which unfortunately in many cases do not show wither the
name of the paper or magazine from which they were taken or
the date of publication.
* "The Boston Herald" October t T » 1 9 1 1 p. col.
## Mary G. Crawford - "The Theater Magazine" November I9II
pp. 157, 153, ix.
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One dated November 2p, 191 1 said in discussing "Birth-
right* :> ^ .
" It is a depressing sort of tragedy
because it leaves the spectator feeling
he can do nothing to avert such untoward
events The spirit of the actors
throughout the tragedy seemed more import-
ant than their stage business. Their grav-
ity incited a curious mental state where
their acting might have failed. ......
" Eileen O'Do-erty looked like a re-
fined young lady pretending to be an old
peasnt woman. The four men were more con-
vincing although none of their delineations
surpassed in charm the maternal trait of
Eaura Morris sey They succeeded in at
least one achievement - that of obtaining
the sympathy of the audience for each char-
acter.""*
Lady Gregory's comedies were discussed in these words;-
"'The Rising of the Moon' is an obvious bit
of comedy which though slight is pleasnat...
Lady C-regory in wThe Workhouse 17ard" has
written one of the most refreshing bits of
comedy seen this year and the play is ad-
mirably acted." *•
Yeats' "Kathleen ni Houlihan" came in for praise and
the actors and actresses also.
" Sara All^pod's impersonation of the
title role was a triumph in which the
mystery, the aloofness and the idealistic
fire of the character was brought out as
never before." #
And after the praise this strictly professional strict-
ure is passed:
-
"It is a pity that the company is not better
trained in the use of grease paints."
It is evident then, on the whole, that the criticisms
of the Irish BJieatre group were favorable. Hence the outbreak
* Undated, unidentified clippings in the theatrical collection
in Widener Library
<»•
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of disapproval on October 16, in the Plymouth Theatre, was start-
ling but to a great extent explicable. While ofi the face of it,
the disorder in the theatres in Boston and other cities, and
the attacks on the plays made by certain Irish-American soc-
ieties, and the hostile criticism in some papers may seem rid-
iculous, aimost as much so as Shaw makes them appear in an in-
terview he gave to the "New York Sun* *, nevertheless there
are reasons which explain the hostile feeling /while not elimin-
ating the folly of its expressions.
D. Explanation of the hostility as displayed in the disturb-
ances in the theatres and as shown in some criticism of
the plays appearing in certain papers and magazines.
The contrast between the friendly welcome, the
laudatory reviews of the dramatic critics, and the attacks
later made on the plays by some Irish-Americans
;
is due to the
fact that those who approved of the plays and those who dis-
approved had different attitudes when judging them. The pro-
fessional critics judged them from the point of view of art
with an aesthetic attitude. The Irish-Americans did not jud&e
the plays as purs art and they were unable to keep an aesthetic
attitude toward them.
What is meant here by aesthetic attitude is a soph-
isticated attitude "that for most people has to be cultivated"*
some of the essential qualities of which are :-
1. an absence of strong personal emotions belonging
to one's own identity because this condition
* G.B. Shaw quoted in Lady Gregory's "Our Irish Theatre"
p. 102
** H.S. Langfeld "The Aesthetic Attitude" p. 65
<i
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allows one to "follow and live the acts of each of the play-
ers as the plot unflolds , instead of identifying oneself with
one actor In the truly aesthetic participation, one is
swayed back and forth by conflicting forces. One is success-
ively hero, villain, clown. One awaits the attack with the
actor and does not advance to meet it otherwise than as de-
picted." *
2,a realization of a difference between art and life, that ast
though it approximates nature in its imitation, is neverthe-
less "art because it Is not nature".** This realization creates
a certain" psychical distance" or detachment between the art
object and the observer which enables the observer to judge
it for its form as well as its content.
With the absence of personal feeling and the understanding of the
difference between art and life one is able to assume and keep
an aesthetic attitude toward a work of art. This makes it poss-
ible for one to Judge it solely as art without any implications
of utility, or morality, or truth to fact. The importance of the
last poimt was seen by Aristotle as expressed in"The Poetics"
,
"It is not the Poet's province to relate such things as have act-
ually happened but such as might have happened." ****
If one glances back at some of the criticism already
quoted praising the plays , one finds phrases and sentences indie-
ating that theypiays wm*e judged on the basis of their form and
content by persons winhout strong personal feelings or prejudices
to prevent them from entering into the emotions called up by the
* H.S. Langfeld fTThe Aesthetic Attitude" p. 60
** W.B. Yeatd in Lady Gregory's "Our Irish Theatre" p. 102
***H.S. Langfeld "The Aesthetic AttiAude" p. 57
**** Aristotle "The Poetics" quoted in Saintsbury's "Loci Criticl"
p. 10
t
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plays
,
persons furthermore who saw with Aristotle that "tragedy-
is an imi tation"of life not life itself.*
Here are some fragments that are indicative of the aesthet-
ic attitude on the part of the critics:-
Charm of newness charm which belongs to all exotics...
amazing naturalness of the acting.... the opening of
Synge 1 s drama is peculiar in its fantastic horror....
wonderfu'ly realistic climax of 'Birthright 1 .... placed
the part with delicacy and sensitiveness.... a regard,
for the effect of the ensemble.... noble simplicity and
deep pathos the appeal is unuwual.... wi th such
poignant truth that one aches in every nerve as Synge
tells the story a depressing sort of tragedy be-
cause it leaves the spectator feeling that he can do
nothing to avert such untoward events... their gravity
Incited a curious mental s tate . . . . 1 5Jhe Rising of the
Moon' is an obvious bit of comedy which though slight
is pleasant there was in none of the plays any
structural complexity, yet none of them was not truly
dramatic ..."
If one turns now to some of the statements attacking the
plays it is evident that the hostile critics were basing their
judgments on criteria other than artistic ones
?
and that the critics
themselves were not in an aesthetic attitude when they wrote their
A criticisms.
* Aristotle "The Poetics" from Saintsbury's "Loci Criticfe* p.
5
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Lady Gregory in "Our Irish Theatre" gives some quotations
from those who attacked the plays. One New York paper said,
"The 'anti-Irish' players come to New York on Nov. 20...
'The Playboy 1 will be given later... The presentation
of that monstrosity is a challenge to the Irish
people of New York..." *-
A weekly published in New York called "America" had a
number of articles inimical to the plays. These quotations
from it are typical in spirit and content.
" The design and substance of Synge's plays are of
Gallic decadence. The root idea of "The Well of the
Saints 1 is in a play of Clemenceau' s. "The Shadow of
the Glen 1 fable may be gound in Voltaire s 'Zadig' and
the notorious 'playboy of the Western World 1 is a
dramatization of a freak of Beadelaire
" He is an alien studying curious specimens and a
superior person to whom the natives are interesting
savages and good material for his art; whether they
are injured in the process is not of consequence.**
" In 'The Playboy' his anti-Catholic animosity is
openly revealed. All the characters with the except-
ion of one. a weakling, glorify a peasant who 'had
the daring to kill his father and who boasts of it
and the women are vieing to gain the favor of this
hero while the men are getting drunk at a wake.
Their only moral motive is 'fear of Father Reilly'
.
The language ind details are too disgusting for cit-
ation. ...
" Nor would Lady Gregory Ibsenistic comedies justify
^the expenditure for a ticket.
" Decent people had better let them alone to meet the
fate which inevitably results from incurable disease.
These two bits of criticism show the writers to have been
so full of emotions of their vmn that they were incapable of en-
tering into the emotions Intended to be evoked by the plays. The
material in the plays was so closely bound up with their own
lives^s shall be shown later in this paper, that it was impossible
for them to regard the plays from an aesthetic attitude.
Other Irish-Americans failed to judge the plays aesthet-
* Lady Gregory
** "America"
X** "America"
"Our Irish Theatre
September 30, 1 9
1
1
ibid
it
p. 582 col.t
p. 582 col.
2
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the
ically "by naively failing to see ^difference between art and
reality. The "best illustration of this arror is the testimony
of a witness at the trial of the Irish players in Philadelphia
where they had been arrested under a bill which forbade "immoral
and indecent plays". When asked if anything immoral had happened
on the stage the witness replied, "Not while the curtain was up. H *
For tMs man Pegeen Mike, and the Wido?/ Quinn and Christy were
real people whose existence did not end with the lowering of the
curtain.
It may seem strange that so many Irish-Americans were
hostile to the plays through not being able to regard them rrith-
the aesthetic attitude because of personal prejudicial feelings
or because of naivete in judging art. The reasons are to be
found in the history of Ireland, the history of the Irish im-
migrants and their descendants In the United States, the char-
acter of the plays brought over, the personality of the authors,
and the interest in the Home Rule question that was rife in .
To nations without any traditions of oppression and per-
secution extending back for years and years the state of mind of
the Irish and Irish-Americans in 1 5 1 t is well-nigh incomprehen-
sible. The Irish have been accused of having long memories. If
other races had similar injuries of equal duration their memories^
perchance, would be as long. The brieg summary given on pages
one to four indicates the length of ti ie the struggle covered and
the division it made in the people of the land by creating a
ruling caste of alien landowners separated by race and religion
from the native Irish. This division is one of the notable facts
* Lady Gregory "Our Irish Theatre" p. 229
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in Irish life. It has been remarked by the far-seeing men in
the country but it has persisted,
Stephen G-wynne, a Protestant, in an essay "The Secret
of Ireland" writes about it penetratingly. He thinks that if
the separation were only founded on a difference in race it
might eventually be ended but" the barrier of religion is the
most difficult of all to surmount
"It would be difficult to exaggerate the separateness
that runs through the whole country They are kept
apart by instinctive antipathies which go far back into
history*
" Catholicism is a strong religion but to no people
does it represent so much as to the Irish... They lost
their land, they lost their language, and with it
their traditional culture, but they kept their religion;
and when their religion ceased to be attacked they kept
the habits and the instinctive organization -"hich they
had acquired while defending it.**
" Catholics and Pro testan ts are not kept apart by differ-
ence in the amount of money or education they have, for
often the Catholics are rich and well-educated. They
are separated by a radical divergence in social code
and religious creed...***
" When the Catholic and Protestant 3ee most of each other
is over sport and in these cases the Protestant shoots
and the Catholic carries the bag... I should be the
last to deny that real friendship grows up out of this
relation; but the mere fact that people meet exclusively
as employer and employee or as patron and client stamps
a special character on their intercourse. It is not the
same thing as playing together on a side; rather the
relation in establishing itself marks the essential sep-
arateness ****
Daniel Corkery, a Catholic, one of the younger literary
men in Ireland who represent the native Irish gnraup,has an illum-
inating book called "The Hidden Ireland" In which he treats of
this separateness as it existed in Ireland in the eighteenth
century. He writes of the few uooer class Irish families who
were left in barren mountainous sections of Hunster and of the
bards who wrote in Gaelic for them and their tenants.
* Stephen Gwynn "Today and Tomorrow in Ireland o. 1o3
** ibid p. I09
*** ibid p. 110
**** ibid p. 112
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His work, Corkery says, "will nob in any way replace Lecky'
s
sjrudy of the eighteenth century; that book it will rather sup-
plement, inasmuch as its province is that side of Irish life, the
Gaelic side, which to him and his authorities was dark."*
"He must have thought the Gaelic language a
wayside patois, clearly not one of the per-
manent forces of the nation.,. From his pages
one would never feel that the soul of the Gael
is one of the most enduring features of out
national life.... The 3oul Df a people is
most intimately revealed, perhaps in their
literature; the Gaelic people in that period
were possessed of much literature, were, more-
over, cons tan tly aiding to it, for they had
many poets; yet of this literature, of these
poets Lecky knew nothing." ^
"Gaelic Ireland, self-contained and vital, lay
not only beyond the walls of the larger cities,
if we except Galway, but beyond the wallsof the
towns is we wxcept Dingle, Youghal , anda few in
Gonnacht and Donegal. For Irish Ireland had by
the eighteenth eentury become purely a peasant
nation. "***
Among other things that Corkery s.ys about Irish history
is th&fe Lecky and the other historians have taken the story of
Townshend circle and "shredded it out patiently enough to again
weave it into something like coheeency and shapeliness. Novelists
have dealt with such houses as that of the Nagles, chiefly jlaria
Edgeworth; writers of history have discovered interesting items
in the memoirs such families have, in rare instances, left be-
hind. But neither novelist, nor historian has dealt with that
underworld which threw up Eoghan an Bheoil Bhinn, Owen of the
Sweet Mouth, as his own people named him then, as they name him
still, for with that hidden land neither hi3toriar. nor novelist
* Daniel Corkery "$he Hidden Ireland"
»* ibid
*** ibid
p. vii
p. vii
P. 7
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has ever thought it worth his while to deal." *
"Implicitly, if not explicitly, Lecky says that nothing
else was to be revealed and the novelists of that period bear
him out. And yet this is not so, for a whole world of mind and
spirit remains to be unveiled." #*
A journal kept by the daughter of the rector of the
Established Church in Carrick-on-Suir, a town in the south of
Ireland, bears out what Corkery says. In her account of life,
as lived by her family and friends of the Ascendancy group
during the years from 1770 to 1789, there is only one mention
of the native Irish. She speaks of them when they once caused
some trouble about paying their tithes to her father for his
church in which they did not believe, and to which they did not go.
The lack of knowledge and symoathy existing between the
two classes in Ireland is very well shown in some things which
Kate Alcock, the daughter of a Protestant Ascendancy family liv-
ing in "The Big House", says in the play of that name by Robin-
son," I've known the peoole in the village all my life. I've
worked with them, quarreled with them, loved them, but at the end
of it all I find myself - just different like an out-
sider There was religion to make me feel outside, but lots
of other things, too; education and tradition and — and everything
that makes me me and them them Between 'us' and 'them' like
the people in the Bible, there was a great gulf fixed.... There's
something deeper that none of us can out into words, something
instinctive, this 'them' and 'us' feeling." ####
* Daniel Corkery "The Hidden Ireland" p. 3
** ibid p# 27
### Dorothea Herbert "Retrospections" p. 75
***• Lennox Robinson "The Big House" p. 392 from
Curtis Canfield's collection "Plays of the Irish Renaissance"
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Thus in Ireland the division in the population resulted
generally in an individual's being either Protestant, Anglo-
Irish and upper class, or Catholic, native Irish and lower
class.
Singularly enough, and unfortunately for the Irish, cond-
itions in the United States favored the continuance of a sep-
aration along the same lines. The first settlers were, of
course, English. They had alrea.dy been In the country for two
hundred years when the Irish began to arrive in thousands in
the middle of the nineteenth century. Wealth, position, and
political power were thejfrrs and they had forgotten that their
ancestors had come to this country because they had been poor
and persecuted at home. When the Irish arrived in the years
1846 and after, they were poor and distressed as they had been
driven from Ireland by the Great Famine. The wealthy here looked
upon them as an inferior race of creatures. The lower classes
in America looked down upon them, too. It was a satisfaction
to have somehhing lower in the scale of life than they were
themselves. The Irish were laughed at for their accent, their
i
el thes, their cust ms, and their relgion. Native labor con-
spired to keep them from getting employment at any but the
roughest kind of work, aed The men were forced to do manual
labor, A25d The women could only make a living by doing the
menial work of servants. The old relationship was born again;
the old separateness persisted.
In America it had shadings that were different, however,
shadings that were more productive of an inferiority complex.
1*
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In Ireland the Irish formed the majority of the population.
They were living in a land that was theirs by right. In Am-
erica they were a poor minority living in a land to which they
had no ancestral claim. It was in a way a more humiliating
' position than being, as the bard O'Gnive said," Strangers at
home and exiles in Erin". In America, activist arrogance kept
insisting on their difference from and consequent inferiority
to the Americans , that some of them came to believe it.
The Irish immigrants were not accented into the polit-
ical or social life around them. They had to create a^SffiScl
one of their own. In the clubs they formed they used to talk
about Ireland's glorious past and still more glorious future.
It was a defense reaction against the continual reiteration
that the Irish were an inferior race and Ireland a worth-
less country.
These meetings also provided them with an escape from
the drudgery 68 their daily lives. Gathered together they
used to leave the hard present and recall the pleasant side
of Ireland as they remembered it in the past. It is a com-
mon human experience that one comes to see the past through a
haze of sentiment that blurs the sharp edges of earlier suf-
ferings. The Irish in America did this to an undomrnon degree.
For their own pleasure, to bolster up their confiddnde in them-
selves, they recalled only the ;ood things about the land they
0 had left. It would seem disloyalty to them to admit the wretch-
edness that existed there as a result of centuries of misgov-
ernment by English officialdom. To themselves, and to any one
else who would listen to them, the Ir'sh im America repfcesented Tr< lXh^
as a coontry of wonders where there was a high degree of vir-
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among the inhabitants.
As time went on, many of the Irish-Americans accumu-
lated money enough to give their children the best in education
which this country offered. Had they been Protestant , they
would have mingled with and married with Americans of equal
money and education. As it had had been in Ireland, so it
became here, the Irish remained separate on account of their
religion. By 1911 there were many Irish-Americans prosperous,
well-educated, who were not recognized in the c ocial life of
the city. They met Americans in business and professional
life during the day, but once the day was over there was no
more intercourse between them. The belief that the Irish
were a servant class , incapable of being social equals , flour-
ished on.
When these Irish-Americans heard that the Irish plays
and players were coming over here in 1^11 there was rejoicing.
Now, they thought to themselves, we are going to be vindicated.
Now, we can prove to these neighbors of ours that Ireland is
a fine country, that the Irish are a wonderful race. When it
was learned that Lady Gregory was coming with the players there
was even greater rejoicing. Here was a real lady coming over.
A title was regarded so reverently in those pre-War days that
she would impress the American public as no artistic skill or
genius in a mere commoner would.
The state of mind of the Irish-Americans Ih looking for-
ward to the arrival of the Abbey players was not one in which
to judge art. They were interested in the j&lays mostly be-
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cause by means of them they wished to prove their contention
about Ireland's glory ,and as a consequence receive the recog-
nition for which they hungered in American life.
To people with such ideas, the type which the plays were
^
was an obstacle to their being esteemed highly. They were folk
plays and showed rural or small town life realistically wheth-
er in a serious, satirical or extravagant vein.
The socially ambitious did not care for the country
touches. The realifcm shocked them, and also tLose who had an
unsophisticated attitude and looked back to Ireland sentiment-
ally. It horrified them all to see the unpleasant side of
Irish life and character exhibited to a world which had proved
itself most willing to believe that there was only an unpleas-
ant side to both. After they had built up a tradition that
all the schemers and villains in Ireland were either alien
landlords or their agents, they cried out in protest against
having Irish people portrayed as in Lady Gregory's plays
with all the small vices and smaller vifctues of real people;
or as in Lennox Robinson's plays motivated by selfishness
as elswhere in the world; or as in Murray's "Birthright"
actually killing one another in a quarrel over the land.
Some of the things which contributed to the realistic
was
effect were the language which authentic; the stage settings
which resembledjthe interiors of hundreds of farmers houses;
and the naturalness of the acting, and the lack of make-up.
All this was so true to the externals of Irish life that for
those who had been born and brought up in Ireland it seemed
as if they were not at a play but actually back in Ireland.
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The satire in the plays was mistrusted. For so many
many centuries the Irish had been ridiculed by foreigners that
they viewed dubiously the satirical quality in Lady Gregory,
Robinson and Colum.
There is a morbidity in Synge that is not in the Irish
peasant. To Synge the end of youth, and strength, and beauty
and life was the end of all. He was terrified of death. The
Irish peasant's religion sublimates his fear of death. The
audiences noted the morbid note in Synge. It was that which
was at the root of their dislike of the macabre "Shadow of
the Glen" although they said they disliked it because it
slandered the pufcity of Irish womanhood. They maintained that
it was unthinkable for a woman who wan Iri3h to let my man
but her husband make love to her.
"The Playboy" is not morbid but it is extravagant. Those
who forgot how excited the inhabitants of anjout of the way
place can get over trifles, insisted on seeing that the play
showed all the Irish to be either fools or rogues and as
utterly incapable of self-government as the British Empire
had al?/ays affirmed.
Because of the realism, extravagance, morbidity, andlke.
satire which showed- the Irish to have the human frailty*
,
regarded by Aristotle as necessary for characters in a drama ,
many Irish-Americans adjudged the plays to be anti-Irish.
* Saintsbury, George "Loci Critici" p. 12
from Aristotle's "Poetics"
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No thinking person would feel that because crime was
shown in these plays that crime was rampant in Ireland, or
that because one brother kills the other in "Birthright"
it was the custom of the country, anymore than a visitor to
Norway would expect to find all young matrons there shooting
people with army revolvers. It is common knowledge that a
drama must be built up around a conflict between two opposing
forces, good against evil in some form or other. There must
be crime and villains for tragedy. "Edi :us',' "Macbeth"" Othello','
H
King Lear"and"Hedda Gabler" illustrate this. Individuals who
are all good and live always righteously and peacefully may
all go to heaven when they die but they do not make good plays.
True, these plays about Ireland did not show it as it ex-
isted sentimentalized and altered in the minds Irish-Amer-
icans but they did show it as it existed in fact, as it could
be used for purposes of drama.
Another charge leveled against the plays was that they
were anti-Catholic. This is said in one of the hostile crit-
icism quoted ton this thesis.* There is more foundation for
this charge than for the anti-Irish one but this also is untrue.
It would be correct to say that the plays were un-Catholic.
No matter how sympathetic a person outside the Church may be,
and no matter how great his information about it may be, if he
has not faith he writes of the Chlirch and of Catholics as an
outsider. Thi3 was the case with Yeats, Lady Gregory, Synge,
and Robinson. They saw the externals of the Catholic religion
in the lives of the Irish peasants; they did not see that in
spite of the fact that many of the peasants did not have a
wide knowledge of i t intellectually, nevertheless , it repres-
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en bed a spiritual reality that gave a meaning to the whole of
life. But the Irish-Americans could not see the distinction
between un-Catholic and Anti-Catholic.
The third important accusation against the plays is
the one that to us seems the most ridiculous. Think of say-
ing that they were immoral and indeeent! But think of the
reticences of the nineties and early nineteen hundreds! And
remember that ridiculous as the Irish-Americans seem in charg-
that tnes e plays were indecent there were others in Boston at
the same time who were making themselves equally ridiculous.
In'"Ehe Post" of September IS, 1 Q 1 1 there is an account of a
meeting of the $chool Protective League attended by five hundred
the purpose of which was to arouse the parents of Boston so
that their children should no longer be forced to attend lect-
ures in the Boston Art Musuera.
"
. . . . in the exhibitions at the Art Museum
that which is called 'art' is very questionable
'art'. Children should not be taken through
rooms filled with such filth.... imagine the
effect on their minds and morals, an efifiect
that is evil not only for children but for
people of mature years In place of the
nudities let the museum be filled with things
such a3 the English admire- beaut' gul land-
scapes, a intings of homes and of noble men
and women fully clothed"*
Once the Irish-Americans had defcided that the >lays
were anti-Irish, anti-Catholic, and immoral they remembered,
as the people in Dublin had, that Lady Gregory and Yeats and
Synge were of the Ascendancy class. They forgot that there
were any writers connected with the Irish Theatre movement
* "The Boston Post" September 1 3 , 1 9
1
1 p. 11 col.
2
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who were Catholics and native Irish like Colum and Murray.
They noted the taint of class feeling in Lady Gregory's
farces and comedies. They overlooked that she made just as
much fun of the visiting English magistrate innSpreading the
News" as she did of the rest of the people in the village.
When they saw her entertained by Americans who had never acknow-
ledged them in any way socially, they began to suspect that
she was, after all, on the enemy s side,a33d that she was holding
their people and not her people up to the ridicule of Amer-
icans who had demonstrated previously a willingness to be-
lieve thf British version of the undeslrableness of the Irish.
Lady Gregory has, no doubt, the prejudices of her class.
It is not so notice-able in her plays where she is sufficiently
the creative artist to 1-esrve her personal feelings somewhat out-
ide, but as an essayist in "Our Irish Theatre" there are sev-
eral instances where one gets the superior air just as unmis-
takably as one gets it from the tilt of her nose in the bust
of her which is in the Harcourt Street Gallery in Dublin.
In a letter she was writing Home, for instance, she said,"l
had a visit from II. R. such a handsome smart girl sending up
her card very pleased with herself ".
This remark about M.R.'s visiting card is character-
istic of the attitude of the laftded gentry toward the well-
to-do Catholic farmer who sends his daughters away to school.
Another instance of it is to be found in "A Conspiracy of
Silence" by Somerville and Ross the As:>okeswomen of their class.*
* Somerville and Ross "Further Experiences of an Irish R.M."
p. 114
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Yeats' attitude was not conciliating. In addition to
belonging to the Protestant Ascendancy group, he had also the
hauteur of the artist toward the vast middle class public whose
money he expected to pay for his artistic experiment. This aug-
mented the belief among the Irish-Americans that he and Lady
Gregory and the others were part of a conspiracy to misrep-
resent the Irish to the American people and thus prevent the
Americans from favoring Home Rule fior Ireland.
Although it is hard to find it expressed in print, it was
nevertheless this political aspect that was largely responsible
for the hostility toward the plays. But the Irish-Americans have
left very little written record of their thoughts in America
on any subject. None of them wrote of their Americanization
as Edwird Bok, Jacob Riis, or Mary Antin did of theirs. They
were a hunted race for so long whose hopes and aspi rations had
beer, punishable by law for so many centuries that they lost
the normal desire to express themselves in writing for all
the world to read. Their tendency was always to conceal things.
They enunciated no ^lan to be followed in America to help
Ireland to freedom. Of necessity theirs was an obs trucionis
t
policy. They formed only an undercurrent in American polit-
ical life but their power
;
though hidden, was recognized by many.
Lord Bryce is quoted as saying about the Irish question,
"From the end of the Civil War till about the end of the century
it was an obstacle to perfectly good relations" between England
and the United States.* Seward as far back as 1352 was in-
* Shane Leslie "The Irish Issue and its American Aspect"
P. 14
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terested enough to say, M The people af Ireland are affiliated
to us as we are to Great Britain. Surely there can "be no offence
given by a younger member in offering mediation between the
elder brethren of the same family upon a point of difference
between them." *
Shane Leslie himself says, "The mistake of regarding
the Irish as inferior at home has been extended into consider-
ing them negligible when scattered abroad Irish influence
runs stiller and deeper than any superficial examination would
show. Few governors of states, few elected judges, or repres-
entatives, or senators, but have to feel and consider at some
time the weight of the Irish vote, or at least the latent strength
of Irish opinion." *» Later he says, "The history of British
diplomacy in the United States has been one long struggle against
Irish influence in the dark.***
In I9II there were hopes that the British Parliament
would grant Home Rule. This was as fervently v/ished for by the
Irish-Americans here, as by the Irish in Ireland. They were in
a different position from that of all the other immigrants who
came to this country. Others came because they were downtrodden
as individuals, but at least when they became prosperous they
could point with pride to their home country where it had been
impossible for them to get a living. They could boast to the
Americans of the kings, palaces, armies and the tangible things
that Americans would value. But the Irish had been downtrodden
as a people. They had been made a subject race with nothing but
ruined castles, a dying language, old injuries and older glories.
* Shane Leslie "The Irish Issue in its American Aspect" p. 15
•
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A Frenchman, Raoul de Warren, in a recent book on Ireland
under the heading 'V Alliance Redmond-Asqui th( I9IO-I9H) " says
this," II fallal t a tout prix trouver un remede et la solu-
tion du Home Rule commencait a tenter beaucoup de gens.... Les
x.
Dominions obtenaient chaque jour une liberte de plus en plus
etendue. L'Angleterre ne pouvait tenir plus longtemps l'lrlande
a l'ecart de ce grand mouvement d '^emancipation. D'autre part,
les difficultes irlandaises etaient pour la G-rande Bretagne une
gene considerable dans ses relations avec lea 'JEtats -Unis d'Am-
erique, qui, peuples en grande partie d emigrants irlandais,
soutenaient par leur or et leur influence les reclamations
autonomistes d'Erin" *
Just at this critical time the directors of the Abbey
Theatre came to America with their realistic, satiric, folk
plays. Yeats realised the sensitiveness of the Irish in Ire-
land to criticism, he did not know that living in this country
had made them even more so. The Irish desire to conceal their
imperfections from a world that believed them to have little
else was an old one in Ireland. ## They brought i t to America
with them and it became even more intense.
When the directors of the Abbey Theatre saw that they
were not receiving approbation but censure they became peevish.
They failed to understaad that although the Irish in America
shared with the Irish in Ireland all the old rancorous memories
of oppression, shared the knowledge of the gulf dividing the
people, shared the ho e that Ireland would be free, their ex-
perience in America had given them new problems of their own
* Raoul de Warren nL' Irlande et ses Institutions Politiques"
p. 166
•# Somerville and Ross "Some Experiences of an Irish R.2.T. " pp.73
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which made their point of view different from that; of the
Irish and which rendered them quite incapable of regarding the
Irish plays produced here in 1911 with an aesthetic attitude
or of appreciating them for their intrinsic art value.
Conclusion
Stupid and foolish as the hostility against the Irish
plays and players seems now, it must be Borne in mind that it
was based on complex matters; some of them the heritage of cent-
uries, some of them not yet solved; such as racial, religious
and class prejudices, the relation between art and life, between
art and morality, the social and economic condition of the
Irish-Americans in the United States in I9l1,and the status
of the Home Rule question at that time.
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Summary
The purpose of this thesis was to explain the hostility
shown by many Irish-Americans toward the Irish olays produced
in the United States in 1911. The explanation was to be found
in:-
1. the history of Ireland with its batlles and confiscations
resulting in two distinct classes in the country, the
native Irish and the Anglo-Irish
2. the persecution which the Irish underwent on account
of their adherence to the Catholic faith
3. the history of the Irish-Americans in the United States
where they were discriminated against on account of
their race and religion
4. the social, economic and educational condition of the
Irish-Americans in Boston in 1911
5. the Home Rule agitation .
All these things prevented the Irish-Americans from viewing the
p ays with an aesthetic attitude by filling tliem with personal
emotions of their own that were deep and strong. They were
unable to appreciate the artistic excellence of either acting
or writing that appeared to the eyes of professional dramatic
cri tics.
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